HERITAGE CONSERVATION AWARD
2005 Grosvenor
Restaurant
2006 Jack Shilling

2007 Winner
Audrey Underwood

2008 Winner
The Southampton Art
School
2009 Winner
Dunblane Church
Committee

2010 Winner
Matt and Tim Weichel

2011 Winner
Jack and Marion
McDermid
2012 Winner
Walter Mackowski

2013 Winner
Saugeen Rail Trail

2014 Winner
St. Paul’s Anglican
Church
2015 Winner
Ken Cassavoy

2016 Winner
Jeanette Steeves

The Restaurant has maintained the unique character and atmosphere of the
original railway station and is a well known landmark.
For actively promoting the heritage and history of our community, more
specifically in the recording of the community’s significant events over the past
20 years through video recording. Dozens of tapes have been donated to, and
are available to the public, at the Southampton Library, the Bruce County
Museum and the Cultural Centre
Audrey Underwood is a long-time resident of Saugeen Township. Her
participation in the development and continuing success of the Bruce County
Genealogical Society is voluntary. Audrey’s knowledge of families and farms
is unlimited.
Her collection of local history, memorabilia, genealogical
magazines and journals is willingly shared with all who are interested in history.
The Committee, under the direction of the Project Manager Brian Cleaver, has
extended the life of a significant heritage building in the Town of Saugeen
Shores, the Southampton Art School. The project was completed in May of
2008, with in excess of 1,000 hours of volunteer work.
The original log church as was built on the Scott farm, Lot 26, Concession 7,
Saugeen Township in 1859 by the people of the neighbourhood. Since the
closing of the Church for regular service in 1968, there has been a Committee
that maintains and repairs the Church and property, and arranges for an
anniversary service to be held each year on the first Sunday in August.
Matt and Tim Weichel do go above and beyond requirements and have a
passion for saving older buildings within our Community. Their workmanship
compliments the original architecture and seamlessly ties in the older portions.
They have also developed a new subdivision, “Summerhill Road”, made up of
houses that reflect “Turn of Century Ontario Architecture”.
Jack and Marion and their family have recaptured the original magnificence of
their attractive farm home built in 1899 and restored / renovated it completely
during the last seventeen years.
Walter Mackowski is a long-time resident of Southampton. He and his wife
are the proprietors of Vincent’s Jeweler’s. His dedication in tending to the
Tower Clock in the Southampton Town Hall has been over 30+ years. He
ensures the clock is on time and chimes on the hour from 9:00 am to 9:00 pm.
The Saugeen Rail Trail Association is a group of volunteers dedicated to the
preservation, maintenance and enhancement of the abandoned CN rail line,
which in itself is rich in history. They have also preserved heritage by creating
a viewing platform at the Hurricane Hazel crash site in Southampton, and
constructing a mock train station in Port Elgin.
The St. Paul’s Anglican Church was selected in recognition of the history of the
Church and the recent addition enhancing the heritage features of the building
and ensuring continued accessibility for many years.
The finding of a ship’s wooden ribs on the Southampton beach in the spring of
2001 was the start of an incredible archeological project that showed Ken’s
commitment and leadership. Ken assembled his team and commenced to plot
the vessel’s exact location and begin the removal of sand that had covered the
boat since it had foundered on the beach (later determined to be in1816).
The award this year is being presented to Jeanette Steeves who has been
actively promoting the rich cultural heritage of our community in the form of
music. Choral music is one of the original forms of music and was widely
spread in many traditional cultures. Due to modern times and technology,
choirs today are becoming less popular and therefore stresses the importance
of the work that Jeanette does to preserve cultural, traditional music in
Saugeen Shores.

